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ASTRE Building Sessions
ASTRE is using the winter months to get a head start
on the spring flying season. We have been holding
building sessions at our club meetings. These
building sessions are an opportunity to learn some
tips and tricks from the “pros” in the club, as well as
an excuse to do more than just “sit around and talk
about rockets”.
At the January 15 meeting, we built QCR Straight
Up mini-engine Streamer Duration models. At the
February 27 meeting, we built Apogee Heli-roc
mini-engine Helicopter Duration models. For our
third building session, scheduled for March 19, we
will be building QCR Never Loop mini-engine
Boost/Gliders. If you would like to participate,
contact Jeff Vincent. A limited number of QCR B/G
kits are available at $8.50 each.

Ben and Kyle Patrone work on their Heli-rocs.

The ASTRE building session in action.
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Editor’s Thermal

Back Again

Volume 14, Number 1
Stardust is published bimonthly by the
Albany, Schenectady, Troy Rocket
Enthusiasts (ASTRE), Section #471 of the
National Association of Rocketry (NAR).
You may contact us via:
Jeff Vincent, Box 523,
Slingerlands, NY 12159
jvincent@wizvax.net
Alex DeMarco
244 Madison Ave.,
Rensselaer, NY 12144
demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu

ASTRE Online
http://fly.to/astre

It’s good to be back with you again after a long hiatus. I haven’t been
doing much rocketry myself over the winter, but the world of rocketry
continues to fly along...
Around Thanksgiving, Wolf von Kiparski and his family moved to
Ohio. This was a great loss for us, first for Wolf’s unselfish and untiring
efforts to promote model rocketry and ASTRE in the area, but more so
as the “rocket buddy” who was always around. He has been and will
continue to be greatly missed. A farewell email from Wolf is featured
on the next page.
In his email, Wolf listed a number of ASTRE tasks that needed
volunteers. We have had good luck in filling those. Mark Hutchinson
has stepped forward as the new ASTRE webmeister. You can see his
efforts at the new ASTRE website, http://fly.to/astre
At our January elections, Alex DeMarco came forward to serve in the
office of President. On the next page you’ll find his first message to his
loyal subjects.

Newsletter Drone: Jeff Vincent.
PDF Pilot: Alex DeMarco.
Cover photos by: Mark Hutchinson.
Contributions by: Alex DeMarco, Mark
Hutchinson, Eric Schadow, Tim Van
Milligan, Jeff Vincent, and Wolf von
Kiparski.

Over the winter, ASTRE has been holding building sessions. Please
contact me if you’d like to participate in the March 19 Boost/Glider
building session. We’ve also got two spring meets scheduled, weather
and insurance permitting (see below).
It seems like winter has come to an end (if eating soft ice cream in 65
degree weather on March 9 is any indicator), so let’s hope the flying
season starts early and lasts loooong.
— Jeff Vincent

NAR Insurance News
In early February, the President of the Sport Flyers
of America (SFA), Elliot Janas, died unexpectedly.
His death, combined with continuing litigation with
the Academy of Model Aeronautics (AMA), has led
his family to discontinue the SFA’s insurance
policies. The SFA has provided insurance policies
for the NAR since 1991.
As a result, the NAR’s individual, section, and site
owner insurance policies will end on April 5, 2000.
The NAR is aggressively pursuing alternative
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coverage, but due to the suddenness of events, there
may be a period during which we have no insurance
coverage.
ASTRE’s officers are closely watching the situation
and evaluating our options. We have events planned
for the early spring which may be effected by this
gap in insurance coverage.
Check the NAR web page (www.nar.org) for more
information or updates.
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Wolf’s Farewell Message
Date: Sat, 27 Nov 1999 10:19:56 -0500
From: Wolfram v.Kiparski
Subject: I'm moving to Ohio

As some of you already know, I'm moving back to
Ohio. The decision was made rather suddenly, and
we've spent the past two weeks scrambling to settle
our affairs, quit jobs, find a new place to live, etc.
***
ASTRE needs several volunteers:
Keeper of the Range Gear
I have most of the range gear, and Chuck's tower.
These will be delivered to Jeff Vincent for storage.
I am donating a 12V/4 Amp gel-cell battery, with
charger to the club. This light, compact battery is
way better than lugging a heavy battery around.
The Vincentmobile is not really suitable for moving
all of our range gear around for every launch. We
need a volunteer to keep everything together and
bring the gear to every launch.
Webmaster
Since I will eventually be canceling my NetHeaven
account, ASTRE needs to find a new host and
webmaster for our website. The webmaster would
have complete creative freedom to create a new
ASTRE website.
Prezident
Section elections are coming up in January, and
ASTRE needs a new president. With all the new
blood in the club, it shouldn't be too hard to thrust
the mantle of power onto someone's reluctant
shoulders.
***
I will still be an insured ASTRE member, and am
officially affiliated with ASTRE for NAR
rechartering purposes. Time to recharter the section
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comes every January, and this time has always been
an uncertain one for ASTRE. In order to insure our
launches, ASTRE needs 5 members with personal
NAR insurance to qualify for section insurance.
Finding five members has usually been a "whew...
we made it..." kind of thing.
Anyone planning on attending NSL2000 and
RAMTEC-8 can expect to see me. I plan on flying
under the ASTRE banner at RAMTEC-8.
I'm sorry that I'll have to miss out on flying with
you all next Spring. The past four years with
ASTRE has been a lot of fun, and an experience I
won't forget. It's been a real pleasure hanging out
with you all. I'll stay in touch, so it might not seem
like I'm no longer around.
Wolf

Alex DeMarco’s Welcome Message
Greetings!
Hello everyone! The new millennium (depending
on who you ask) is upon us, and ASTRE is set for
an exciting year. We have some cool events
happening in our backyard this year, the National
Sport Launch (May) at Geneseo, NY and RAMTEC
(June) in Pennsylvania and of course our own
events. Personally I plan on attending RAMTEC
and hopefully NSL (if I can bribe my wife). As we
get closer to these events I'll let everyone know my
plans so we can van pool.
A little bit about me. I wouldn't consider myself a
BAR (born-again rocketeer). I've always loved
rockets, but time has always been a problem (still
is). I found out about ASTRE through Mark
Hutchinson, and joined this past fall. Look at that, I
went from being an unknown rocketeer to President
of ASTRE; you can really go far in this world! My
wife and I have 2 daughters; Marie, 4 & Marissa, 2;
and we reside in East Greenbush. Jennifer and I
both work in the computer field, she's a
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programmer for MetLife and I do everything from
programming to network administration for SUNY.
First official act. One of the things I want to
accomplish this year is a PR tour. I have reissued
the flyer that Wolf had posted at JP's, talking about
rocketry and ASTRE. My intent is to visit ALL the
hobby shop's that we've listed in previous
newsletters, post the flyer and drop off some
newsletters. Our club only succeeds through the
activities of it's membership, the more the merrier!
If you have any ideas on how to increase
membership, or membership participation please let
me know. Winning a new car for a Streamer
Duration is not in the budget however....

February’s meeting began with a short business
session, followed by a Helicopter Duration building
session led by Chuck Weiss.
Attendance: Alex DeMarco; Ed and Nick Eades;
Mark Hutchinson; Ben and Kyle Patrone; Eric and
the Schadow clan; Jeff Vincent; Chuck Weiss.
I picked up remainder of treasurer paperwork from
Chuck Weiss. I had Alex and Chuck sign the paper
work for the Checking Account Signature Cards. I
turned in the checking account paper work to have
the statements sent to my address. I still need to
contact the IRS to obtain a Federal ID number for
ASTRE so the account will not be recorded under a
members Social Security Number.

See you at the field!!
Alex

Check #144 for $17.64 was written to Chuck to
reimburse him for a helicopter duration model and
hub. The model/hub is the property of ASTRE.
As of 3/3/2000 Petty Cash is $20.10 and checking
account balance is $163.24.

January 15, 2000 ASTRE Meeting Minutes
submitted by Eric Schadow

Jeff announced tentative plans for two open meets.
The dates of April 15 and May 6 were suggested
and approved.

January’s meeting was primarily a Streamer
Duration building session with a quick business
meeting at the end.
Attendance: Alex DeMarco; Ed and Nick Eades;
Ben and Kyle Patrone; Eric and the Schadow clan;
Tim Stockholm; Jeff Vincent; Chuck Weiss.
In January, elections for ASTRE officers were held
at the monthly meeting.

Quest Micro Maxx Motor Availability

Election Results
President - Alex DeMarco
Vice-President - Charles Weiss
Secretary/Treasurer - Eric Schadow
Member At Large - Ben Patrone
Senior Advisor - Jeff Vincent

I hear that JP’s in Latham has had the Micro Maxx
motors in stock since late January. And that
someone has reported seeing them at a Walmart
somewhere in the US (on rec.models.rockets).
Perhaps now we might see 1/8A NAR contest
events for the next contest year (starting July 1)?

February 27, 2000 ASTRE Meeting Minutes
submitted by Eric Schadow
Stardust - Jan.-Feb. 2000
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General Notes On the
Micro Rose-a-Roc
By Tim Van Milligan
July, 1996
Permission to reprint this article has been granted by
Apogee Components, Inc. (www.apogeerockets.com)

The purpose of the Micro Rose-a-Roc is to win
helicopter competitions. It does this by being both
small and light-weight to gain maximum altitude
from the new Apogee micro motors. By varying the
length of the motor mount, this model can be flown
with motors from 1/4A to the full 5 N-s B.
The other features of this model include the "spanwise" folding blade — which is characteristic of the
Rose-a-Roc style helicopter — and a sliding piston
arrangement that eliminates the burn string
problems. This second one is an old feature but has
not been previously used on standard Rose-a-Rocs
(it was used on Trip Barber's "Spinner One" — see
the MIT competition booklet from NARTS).
I've been building Rose-a-Rocs since 1984 when I
flew one based on the original plans by Art Rose
(Model Rocketeer - August 1983). These plans were
recently reprinted in the July/August (1996) issue
of Sport Rocketry magazine. I pretty much disliked
the original design of the model, because it was
extremely hard to get to work properly. The hinge
is/was the problem.
I've modified the original design, and published
revised plans in the November 1990 issue of Space
Coast Rocketry (a newsletter I helped put together
when I lived in Cape Canaveral). I used this model
to win "C" division at NARAM 31 (1989) in
Manassas, Virginia. Those plans were for a 18mm
size model, and if you are interested in them, drop
me a note.
Also printed in the July/August 1996 issue of Sport
Rocketry is a model called the "Whirl-A-While",
designed by John DeMar. It is another attempt to
redesign the original Rose-a-Roc. Since my revised
plans (circa 1990) haven't been widely circulated, it
was a surprise that some of John DeMar's revisions
were similar to mine, but he didn't catch some of
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the key aspects that make the model work. For
example, the key to ALL helicopters is to mount the
hinge at an angle to the centerline of the model.
(The plans also don't show very well how to attach
the hinges to the bottom of the nose cone.)
Scaling down the Rose-a-Roc was a major chore.
The key was finding the right hinge for the blades,
as well as the hinge material for the span-wise fold
of the blade section. For the blade attachment to the
rocket, the "Klett flex point hinges" are a
reasonable compromise — small and yet stiff. For
the span-wise fold of the blade, I found a material
called "Skyloft" worked much better than anything
I've ever used before, and I recommend it on all
Rose-a-Roc style rockets. By gluing the hinge to
the model, it will never come off — a problem I've
always had with monocote "adhesive" tapes.
Building the Model
This is a tougher model to build than most any
rocket you've ever made. The reason is the smaller
size does not give much margin of error for
construction errors. So first of all, plan on at least 8
hours of construction time. I think you must plan
ahead if you want to use this model in
competition — there isn't enough time to build one
the night before the event.
Remember the old phrase: "measure twice, cut
once." Since you'll be using CyA glue, the same
goes for assembly: "Position and align carefully,
and glue but once."
Here are a few pointers on building this model.
The nose cone can be turned by the modeler, or you
can use the 10.5mm Apogee balsa cone. If you do
the latter, you'll have to wrap and glue strips of
paper around the dowel to build up its diameter for
it to fit in the pre-drilled hole in the base of the nose
cone.
The hinge for the blade is a "KLETT Flex Point
Hinge" (small size). You'll have to trim the "wings"
of the hinge to allow it to fit in the nose cone. To
attach it to the nose, you must first drill 3 pilot
holes in the base of the nose cone. These holes are
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drilled at a 8 degree angle to the centerline of the
model. The hinge is then forced into the hole and
glued into place. Do this after attaching the other
flap to the blade.
The other flap of the hinge is glued into the slot on
the blade spar (shown on the template drawings).
After sanding down any portion of the flap that
projects above the surface of the balsa blade, cover
both sides of the "flap" with reinforcement — I used
the "Skyloft" material.
The fiberglass (waferglass) rear portion of the blade
is attached with the "Skyloft" material. This is one of
the trickiest steps of the entire assembly process —
the glue wicks into it really well, and you must take
care not to accidentally glue the fiberglass
(waferglass) section to the balsa section. You must
make sure the hinge will work so the blade can be
folded spanwise for launch. Note: "Skyloft," from
Dave Brown Products, is a tissue paper-like material
that is made out of nylon. If you can't find it, some
substitute materials might be women's pantyhose (no
joke) or thin Tyvek. Cut into strips about 1/4" wide
by 5-3/8" long to make the hinge.
In the drawing, I've shown rubber band strips glued
to the tops of the rotor blades to pull the aft flap into
the deployed position. In my model, I used strips
(1/8" wide X 3/8" long) of balloon rubber. I used
this because it was thinner than a standard rubber
band. A substitute material would be strips cut from
a latex rubber glove. Again, use care when CyA'ing
the rubber to the blade; you don't want it to wick
under the waferglass preventing hinge operation.
This is a tricky model to build, so use whatever
templates and construction jigs you can find or
develop. Getting the blades arranged symmetrically
around the hub is a big key to getting the model to
rotate properly, so take your time before gluing the
hinge flaps into the nose cone. Likewise, the balance
of the blades is also critical to successful operation
(if spun while horizontal, the model shouldn't stop in
the same position every time — it's like balancing a
bicycle tire).
The final result of building the model is extremely
small size and ultra-light weight. I've build both the
1/4A and the B versions, and the weights came out
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6.8 grams and 8.0 grams respectively. With these
light weights, the boost altitudes are incredible. And
while some people may argue for larger blade areas;
this little rocket has plenty in relation to it's size and
mass. You'll be impressed by the performance.
Prepping the model for flight is as easy as prepping
the other rocket I designed a couple of years ago —
the "Skywinder." There are just a few slight
differences. First, you insert the motor and secure it
in place by wrapping a piece of tape around the
junction between the motor and the body tube. Then
you fold the blades, and slide the toothpick "catch"
into the lower body tube. The only other thing you
may have to do is rotate the nose cone to allow the
model to slide easily down the launch rod without
hitting the dihedral stops. That's it! Or for even more
performance, you could delete the launch lug and fly
the model out of a tower or off a piston launcher.
If you build this model, I'd like to hear any
construction hints you might develop so that I can
use them in the step-by-step instructions I'm
developing. Hopefully I can get them done by the
end of the year. Send comments to me via email at:
tvm@apogeerockets.com.

These plans were included with the order of Apogee
Heli-roc Helicopter Duration kits that we built at the
February building session. The Micro Rose-a-roc
plan shows a small model for Apogee 10.5mm micro
engines. It’s harder to build than the kit we did, but
has a greater performance potential. This would be a
good second HD model, after building and flying the
Heli-roc.
On the next page, you’ll see the Micro Rotaroc
plans. This is similar to what we built, but it is
designed to use only Apogee micro engines. The
plan shows the use of the Apogee molded rotor hub
and the implementation of the balsa rotor stops (note
the difference from the Heli-roc plans). — Jeff
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ASTRE Calendar
ASTRE Contacts :
Alex DeMarco
Jeff Vincent
Chuck Weiss

462-8557
439-2055
883-8312

demarcao@sysadm.suny.edu
jvincent@wizvax.net
cbweiss@telenet.net

How to get to Jeff's house...
Your destination is 39 Cherry Avenue in Delmar. Take Rt.
85 south/west (accessible from I-90, State Offices, Rt. 20, or
Krumkill Rd.). After Rt. 85 changes from divided highway to
two-way, you'll see the following landmarks (note, this is a
complete list of the traffic lights you'll see):
• traffic light at Blessing Road, continue straight
• traffic light at New Scotland Road, take right to stay on
Rt. 85
• traffic light at Rt. 140, take a left, follow to the end (1
mile)
• traffic light at Kenwood Avenue, go straight on to Cherry
Ave.
• my house is 0.2 miles in from Kenwood Ave. It is the
third house in a set of three similar houses on the right
side of the street. There should be parking for 2-3 cars in
the driveway, or, directly opposite my house (left side of
Cherry Ave.) is Oak Street, and I believe there should be
no trouble parking along the road there.

Note: ASTRE events appear in bold type.

homes. The meetings are usually informal bull sessions where
club business is discussed first, followed by either general
"what's new," or a predetermined topic or activity. This schedule
can change, and it is advisable to contact Jeff Vincent to find out
about any last-minute changes.

March 19 (Sunday) - ASTRE Meeting - at Jeff Vincent's
house, 39 Cherry Ave., Delmar, 1:00 pm. Boost/Glider
building session. Contact Jeff if you are interested in
participating.
April 15 - R is for Rocket Open Meet - Johnstown, NY.
Events: 1/2A SD, 1/2A HD, 1/2A B/G, C ELDur.
Contact: Jeff Vincent.
May 6 - S is for Space Open Meet - Johnstown, NY. Events:
1/4A PD MR, 1/2A SD MR, 1/2A B/G, Sport Scale.
Contact: Jeff Vincent.
May 27-29 - National Sport Launch 2000 - Geneseo, NY.
The NAR’s NSL comes back to upstate NY - a waivered
model rocket through high-power launch on Geneseo’s
600 acre field. For more information, see NAR
publications or www.nar.org
June 17-18 - RAMTEC-8 Regional meet - Center Valley,
PA. Events: 1/4A PD, A B/G, 1/2A HD, C ELDur, Sport
Scale. Contact: Glenn Feveryear, 717-456-5570.
July 29 - August 4 - NARAM-42 NAR Annual Meet - Canon
City, CO. Contact: Ken Mizoi, 303-368-5209 or www.
naram2000.org
For more NAR Northeast Region meet info, see:
http://www.wizvax.net/jvincent/nercb.html

For the past couple years, we have held meetings in member's

ASTRE Membership Application
Name

Membership Dues (check one):

Address

[ ] Junior member - $5.00
(under 18)

City
State
Phone
NAR number

Zip Code
Date of birth
Tripoli number
Send to: ASTRE
c/o: Eric Schadow
123 Rotterdam St.
Schenectady, NY 12306
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[ ] Senior member - $10.00
(over 18)
[ ] Family membership - $15.00
Number of newsletters:
Please make checks payable to
"ASTRE".
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How To Get To The Flying Field
• From the east, take the Amsterdam exit (#27)

off the Thruway
• Take a right and follow Route 30 North for

one mile.
• Take a left at the second light after the bridge

onto Route 5 West.
• Follow Route 5 for three miles. Take a right
onto Route 67.
• Follow Route 67 for 5.5 miles. Shortly after
passing FMCC, take a right onto the small
road by Ed's RC shop. After one half mile you
will see JBJ Equine on your right. Follow the
driveway and park in the parking lot and walk
to the range.

ASTRE’s Next Meeting - March 19 - Sunday, 1pm at Jeff Vincent’s house, B/G building session
ASTRE’s Next Launch - April 15 - R is for Rocket Open Meet
In This Issue - Local news updates and Apogee Helicopter plans
Jeff Vincent
Box 523
Slingerlands, NY 12159

